
Crisis Prevention + Readiness

Trusted, high-quality fuel supply and reliable back-up power when it matters most. Next 
time fuel supply gets tight or the power goes out, what’s your plan?  

World Kinect Energy Service’s offers assurance when you need it most, through a Crisis 
Prevention + Readiness Plan designed around you. 
 

Let our fuel & energy experts help build confidence in your business continuity plan, ensuring 
you have what you need when it comes to: 

Back-up power generation (equipment
and fuel)

Supply contracts that include priority  
deliveries during periods of peak demand

Fuel pricing methodology that helps 
mitigate price spikes 

Customized business continuity plan 
around fuel and power 

A single point of contact that is there for you 
when you need support

Access to an in-house meteorologist for 
monitoring climate patterns and reliable 
weather updates

“World Kinect Energy Services Crisis Prevention and Readiness Team guarantees your 
sustained fuel supply no matter the crisis or situation. Your priorities are their mission.”

Isabelle Levin
Vice President
Kimbles Logistics Services LLC



  

World Kinect Energy Services is trusted by 65,000 customers worldwide. 
With 35 years of experience delivering more than 50 fuel and energy
products on time and in full, we help you solve energy challenges. 
We are Everything Energy.

Visit World-Kinect.com
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How it works

World Kinect Energy Services Crisis Prevention 
+ Readiness services offer you the peace of 
mind necessary to navigate whatever comes 
your way. Be ready, next time disaster strikes  
or the power grid goes offline.

The team at World Kinect Energy Services is here to help. With the global strength of a Fortune 100 company 
and the personal, local support needed to address your specific needs, we’re uniquely positioned to be there 
when others are not. Contact us today.

Are you prepared? Ask yourself: 

BEFORE:
Our industry experts conduct a comprehensive survey of your existing power sources, fuel 
operations and infrastructure. We then help identify and document what you need in terms of 
backup power and supply, including contract options, as part of your business continuity planning.  
 
DURING:
As the next large scale natural disaster or emergency approaches we become your energy first 
responders. You’ll know who to contact, where to turn, and what to expect when the power goes 
out or the fuel supply tightens, even when time and budgets are most strained.

AFTER:
Count on us to help you execute that part of your business continuity plan that accounts for 
phases and recovery back to normalcy. We help you identify lessons learned, and incorporate 
those back into your emergency response plans.

The next disaster or emergency is not a 
matter of if – it is when. Statistics show 
it will cost you less to prepare for and 
address your fuel and power needs now.  
Don’t wait until the next “big one” hits.

•   Do you have an up-to-date business continuity plan  
     that ensures functioning business operations if the  
     power grid goes down?

•   What back-up power equipment and storage solutions  
     do you have?

•   Who is your back-up fuel and power provider and what  
     is their response time?

•   When was the last time checked your back-up power       
     needs?

http://world-kinect.com

